7th September, 2017

Partners in Learning Newsletter
Moving forward With the Passion to Succeed
Effective Family - School Partnerships

On Monday 4th and 5th September Jenny O’Connor, Tolley Cacavas and I attended a two day professional development on supporting effective family school partnerships at Bastow in North. Melbourne. It was a fabulous two days of professional learning at which
we were able to reflect on our current practices and the ways in which we presently engage with our community. The two days also
gave us space and time to start thinking about some things we may do a little differently.
I thought I would take this opportunity to share with you our learnings from the last two days:
Schooling is one aspect of learning.
Including Parent Engagement as a key action in our Annual Implementation Plan as core business of teaching and learning.
Creating a Student Centered learning climate
Making use of the informal learning that occurs in the homes.
Life-wide learning – creating connections with our wider community.
The days provided us with an opportunity to explore:
The ways in which we communicate with our families.
How and what do our families communicate with the school?
Creating welcoming environments for our families
Helping parents to help their child
Communication tips and ideas for teachers
How family friendly is our school?
Effective questioning and purposeful conversations with our families
Effective family – School reporting
We are looking forward to our upcoming Prep Information dates so that we can tweak some of our current practices in the ways that
we communicate with our families at these forums. Another area we are looking at tweaking is our Partners In Learning Newsletter
and ways in which we can involve our families so that the Newsletter becomes a true partnership between the school and our families. I will take some of the ideas from the Effective-Family School Partnerships to our Education Subcommittee at School Council on
Monday and see if we can together build on from our learnings.
I have included a link to a short clip on Empathy by Dr.Brene Brown – please see below.
Dr. Brené Brown is a research professor at the University of Houston.
She has spent the past sixteen years studying courage, vulnerability, shame, and empathy and is the author of three #1 New York
Times bestsellers – The Gifts of Imperfection, Daring Greatly, and Rising Strong.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw
Warmest Regards,
Kathy Cvitkovic– Assistant Principal
“Vulnerability sounds like truth and feels like courage.
Truth and courage aren’t always comfortable, but they’re never weaknesses.” – Brene Brown,

IMPORTANT DATES
School Disco- Friday 8th Sep
P-2: 5:00pm-6:30pm
Grade 3-6: 7:00pm-8:30pm

A Word from Our School Vice Captains
Grade 1/2 Swimming:
11th-15th September

Dear Parents/ Guardians,
On Friday 1st September the Father’s Day Breakfast was held at
school, Bacon & Egg sandwiches and Cereal were served.
Thank you to the Parents & Friends for the Sausage Sizzle on
Tuesday 5th September, we all enjoyed our donuts & popcorn :)
Thank you :)

As the Melton West PS Community, we are collectively striving to provide a safe and supportive learning environment for all students to achieve their full potential. We will do this through an engaging and
inclusive curriculum, with high expectations of students as individual learners and thinkers, who become valued members of the wider community.

Getting it right in English!
Oral Language Investigation Stations
Developing sound oral language skills in the early years of life and schooling is essential in supporting
students to be successful readers and writers.

Oral language includes two components:
Expressive language (speaking) is the use of words and non-verbal processes to share meaning with others.
Receptive language (listening) is the process of understanding what has been expressed. Listening can
occur even when no sounds are heard by taking note of pitch, tone, stress, and the use of gesture to
understand a speakers’ meaning.

Investigation Stations:
One of the factors that heavily influences oral language includes topics that are motivating to talk
about. Investigation Stations are one way that teachers provide opportunities for students to engage in
meaningful oral interactions. . Examples of stations include a doctor’s surgery, vet, hairdressers, school
and restaurant. The stations build on what already interests students or engage their interest by making
connections with their real life. Students are encouraged to use the social conventions and language
associated with these social situations.
Many of these stations can be created at home using old objects from around the house, could be made
by children using paper and cardboard, or inexpensive props can be purchased from K-Mart, The Reject
Shop other discount stores.

Sarah Marshall
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MARVELLOUS MATHS
Measurement and Length
There are 3 broad phases for teaching measurement. Below is an example of length. The phases are essentially
sequential, although will sometimes be revisited, for example to revise vocabulary.



Phase 1: Identifying the attribute



Phase 2: Learning to measure

Phase 3: Learning to calculate
Attribute of length
Phase 1 - Identifying the attribute

Examples of strategies



Learning vocabulary (how far, how long, tall, short, wide, distance around tree, length…)



Comparing objects on basis of attribute (which snake is longer, who is taller, sort pens by length …)



Comparing with other attributes (this box is longer, but that box is bigger; he is taller)

Using informal units (it is 5 giant steps to the window, this table is 12 books long …)
Phase 2 - Learning to measure

Examples of strategies



Make the transition from informal units to formal units (make ‘ruler’ for informal unit (e.g. popstick length)



Measuring objects in various ways, to increasing accuracy, with different equipment (correct use of ruler,
tape measure, trundle wheel …)
Acquiring a set of personal benchmarks that can be used for estimating (my hand span is about 15 cm; I am about
130cm tall…)
Phase 3 - Learning to calculate

The purpose of this phase is to convert from one unit to another and Calculate, instead of direct measuring.

Examples of strategies
Deriving formulas based on previous knowledge, rather than only memorised (perimeter of rectangle = 2 × length
+ 2 × width, circumference of circle = 2

r)

Leonie Hooke
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Deadly News
For the past few weeks, Koori club students and their friends have been practicing
songs for their upcoming performance at the Dream Big Festival. The Dream Big Festival is a free community event, held to promote positive mental and emotional health
in the community. The event will be held on Friday September 15th and Saturday September 16th at the Mount Carberry Recreational Reserve in Melton South. The
school’s Cultural club will also be performing a dance. Students are excited to showcase songs and dances that highlight their cultural background and build a sense of
pride amongst their community.

Left: Prep student practicing her singing on the mic. Right: Year 2 student joining in on the singing
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